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expression that I could muster, asked my escort if I might be
allowed to present them with a little souvenir of our warm and
rather tiring day, it was refused with admirable tact and pleasant-
ness and without giving the least impression that I had erred in
offering it. Above the gorge the valley opens out and the
mountain scenery is delightful. A breeze cooled the heated
air and the hills around us took every shade of green and blue
and purple as the shadows of fast travelling clouds fell upon their
steep slopes. An hour of rather strenuous walking brought us
to Musha.
On the morning of October 27th, 1930, the little Japanese
community of Musha was early astir for it was the day of the
annual sports of the Primary school, and one and all—officials,
police and civilians—were intent upon the success of the village
fete.
The sun set that night upon a burnt and abandoned settlement,
strewn with the murdered and headless bodies of men, women
and children. A few persons only escaped to carry to the
Police Posts farther down the valley the story of the sudden
onrush of the neighbouring tribe of aboriginal savages whose
recent conduct had given no inkling of their sinister intention.
In an access of ferocity they had reverted to their hatred of all
men and to their innate propensity for head-hunting.
Musha boasts little more than one wide street of wooden
buildings, stores and shops, with a Japanese inn and a row of
houses. At the end of the street is a large building containing
the Government offices, for it is the seat of the administration of
the surrounding " Barbarian Territory " as well as being the
furthermost post of the Japanese occupation of this part of the
island. Beyond it the mountains rise range above range cul-
minating in series of crests that vary between twelve and thirteen
thousand feet above the sea-level. The lower slopes of these
mountains are covered with dense forest and are unmapped and
unknown. In these fastnesses wander the more remote of the
aboriginal tribesmen, whose attitude of hostility renders
exploration impossible.
On the outskirts of rebuilt Musha a number of " Savages "
have returned and planted their log houses on ground reserved
for the purpose. The men cultivate the surroundings field while
the women weave their red and white cloth. The children attend
the " Barbarian " school. The tribal offspring are described as
intelligent, responding to kindness and sympathy, amenable

